Colocation
Look inside

Let your business be
successful with
inxy colocation services
Rent separate units or whole racks in leading
datacenters with us.
INXY oﬀers various reliable datacenters for colocation of your hardware.
We oﬀer ﬂexible and large-scale facilities that provide highly
enterconnected and energy-eﬃcient infrastructure for your hardware.

Locations
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Datacenter.com, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Tierpoint, Dallas, US

SwitchDC, Amsterdam, Netheralnds

Equinix, Ashburn, US

What can INXY colocation
oﬀer your business?
Security
We understand the importance of data security fully and take all
advanced measures in this area to ensure your assets are intact, thus
letting you to focus on business development. We maintain highest level
of info and physical security by implementing high-end technological
process and using the services of high-quality engineers, monitoring
your equipment 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Security is gained by
Security fence around DC

Double walls

Alarm zones

24/7 monitoring

Full access control

Cooling and power

Non-interrupting CCTV
surveillance of both interna
and external areas

Diﬀerent security measures
and requirements for staﬀ

Power and cooling
are vital for ensuring smooth operation of hardware.
We oﬀer the latest technologies, that allow to bring maximum reliability.
Even if the outage of local power grids happens, your hardware will get
power supply. In its turn, eﬀective cooling system brings the optimal
environment for mission-critical tasks.
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We use the following practices for energy eﬃciency
Air optimization (air is used to provide needed temperature and
humidity)
Hot/cold aisle containment (cold and hot air are isolated from
each other)
Water optimization (the use of evaporative cooling capacity provided
by the cooling tower demands less energy than refrigeration)

Connectivity
We oﬀer wide choice of connectivity and service providers, redundant
meet-me rooms, access to internet exchanges and dual entry ﬁber entrance.

Compliance
Compliance is known to be the top priority when it comes to serious
business. We oﬀer the best practices and approach to data security,
sustainability and quality management. The audit of facilities are
conducted several times a year.

Highlights of colocation
Total security, physical and virtual
Tier 1 networking
Meeting of requirements for every industry eﬃcient cooling
Fully controlled environment
24/7 monitoring and other services
Fully certiﬁed and compliant
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Contact us to get free
consultation
inxy.com
sales@inxy.com
inxy.hosting

Best regards,
INXY.HOSTING Team
Part of INXY.COM

